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Abstract
Background: Blood based liquid biopsy has proved its potential in enormous clinical applications, such
as cancer screening, diagnosis, treatment guidance, disease tracking and monitoring. In certain scenario
(e.g., molecular residual disease), it requires the technique to be able to detect mutation with very low
frequency (0.001% ~ 1%). The major hurdle of ultra-sensitive circulating tumor DNA sequencing is the
high background noise of plasma cell-free DNA (cfDNA) and clonal hematopoiesis (CH). Here in this
study, we investigated the prevalence of CH in lung cancer patients and its interference with liquid biopsy.

Methods: We retrospectively analyzed cfDNA and blood cell genomic DNA (gDNA) sequencing data sets
(n=1261) from a group of Chinese lung cancer patients. Threshold (1%) and subthreshold (0.2%) for
variant allele frequency were set and compared. We focused on 23 clonal hematopoiesis genes that were
selected based on previous publications.

Results: CH mutations were detected in 27.68% of all the patients at the threshold and 62.01% at the
subthreshold, and the detection rate increased with age. DNMT3A was the most frequently mutated CH
gene, accounted for more than half of the CH mutations. The CH mutations had a higher detection rate in
smokers (72%) than non-smokers (59.4%) at subthreshold. VAFs of CH mutations in cell-free DNA
strongly correlated with their VAFs in gDNA (Pearson’s R =0.92, p<2.2x10-16), while tumor derived somatic
mutations didn’t have such correlation.

Conclusion: Our study showed that clonal hematopoiesis is very common in lung cancer patients,
especially when examining low frequency mutations. Sequencing of gDNA at equivalent depth is very
important to �lter out CH mutation in cancer liquid biopsy.

Background
Blood based circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) sequencing techniques (i.e. liquid biopsies)1,2 have made
great progress in cancer clinical applications3,4, such as cancer screening5, companion diagnosis6 and
treatment monitoring.4,7,8 As part of the cell-free DNA (cfDNA) in plasma, the amount of ctDNA presents a
large dynamic range among patients with different stages of cancer.9,10 Despite the achievement liquid
biopsy has made, there remain some limitations and challenges not to be ignored in this �eld related to
the nature of cfDNA biology. One of the main issues is the interference with the unde�ned biological
background cell-free DNA.11,12 Previous studies have investigated those different sources of cfDNA and
predicted the majority of cfDNA were from blood cells.13,14 Besides genomic DNA fragments from blood
cells, hematopoietic progenitor cells also accumulates mutations during aging, called clonal
hematopoiesis (CH). 15–19 These CH mutations introduce false-positive mutation calling in liquid biopsy
if sequenced or interpreted incorrectly, particularly when the tumor derived mutation frequency is very low.
15,20 As there’s growing interest of using liquid biopsy in molecular residual disease (MRD) monitoring,21–

25 it usually requires ultra-deep sequencing and careful removing background noise. Previous studies
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have identi�ed dozens of common mutated CH genes,18,26−29 and here in this research we summarized
those literature and focused on 23 canonical CH related genes. We investigated the mutation landscape
of these featured CH genes in Chinese lung cancer patients and the correlation with clinical
characteristics. We sought to analyzed how the variant allele frequency (VAF) setting in the mutation
calling and �ltering affected ctDNA and CH derived mutation detection.

Methods

Sample processing
The authors retrospectively analyzed all non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cases with both plasma
cfDNA (n = 1261) and blood cell gDNA (n = 1049) sequencing data in a single laboratory from July 2019
to May 2021. Blood samples (n = 54) from healthy individuals were also sequenced and compared. In
brief, 8 mL blood from each individual was collected in Streck BCT® and delivered to lab within 48 hours
at ambient temperature. Plasma was then separated by sequential centrifugation at 1600g for 10
minutes and 16,000g for 10 minutes. Cell-free DNA was extracted by QIAamp Circulating Nucleic Acid Kit
(QIAGEN, 55114), and blood cell gDNA was extracted by TIANamp Blood DNA Kit (TIANGEN, DP348-03).
Extracted gDNA was fragmented using WGS Fragmentation Enzyme Mix (QIAGEN, Y9410), underwent
size selection by KAPA Pure Beads (Roche, 7983298001), and was quanti�ed by the Qubit 2.0 �uorometer
(Thermo Fisher Scienti�c). Cell-free DNA was quanti�ed by Qubit 2.0 �uorometer and 4200 TapeStation
system (Agilent Technologies) without fragmentation. Sequencing libraries were prepared with the KAPA
library prep kit (KAPA Biosystems) following the manufacturer’s protocol. DNA was enriched by a 601-
gene panel (HaploX, see supplementary tabular data Table S1 for full gene list) with HyperCap Target
Enrichment Kit (Roche, 08286345001) following the manufacturer’s protocol. DNA libraries were
quanti�ed by KAPA Library Quant kit (Roche,07960140001), and examined by 4200 TapeStation system,
then sequenced using 150-bp paired-end runs on the NovaSeq 6000 system (Illumina).

Bioinformatic analysis
Data Processing. Raw sequencing data were preprocessed by fastp (v0.12.6)30 for trimming of adapters
and removal of low-quality (q < = 20) reads. Clean reads were aligned to the reference human genome
(build hg19) using sentieon bwa-mem with default parameters. Duplicate reads were identi�ed and
marked with sentieon tools (v201808).31 SNVs and Indels were called using VarScan2 (v2.3.8)32 and
annotated by ANNOVAR (v2018-04-16).33

CH alterations. Filter procedures were mainly following the previous publication26, brie�y,

1. Germline mutations with a ≥ 30% AF in both WBC gDNA and cfDNA were �ltered out. Exceptions
were frameshifting Indels or truncating SNVs occurring in the 23 canonical genes associated with
CH.

2. Synonymous variants were not analyzed.
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3. Variants covered by < 500 reads or with < 5 high-quality sequencing reads (mapqthres > 30,
baseqthres > 30) in WBC gDNA or cfDNA were disregarded.

4. Only alterations covered by ≥ 2 forward and reverse strand reads were considered.
5. Remove mutations with low variant allele frequency (VAF threshold < 1%; VAF subthreshold < 0.2%) in

WBC gDNA and cfDNA.
�. Remove variant sites with mutant allele frequency (MAF) > 0.01 in any one of the population variant

database (esp6500siv2_all, 1000g2015aug_eas, ExAC_EAS,ExAC_All)
7. Mutations in repetitive sequences (simple tandem repeats, segmental duplications, and

microsatellites) were removed.
�. We built an in-house database of cfDNA background noise from 54 healthy individuals. Variants

were �ltered if also present in the healthy group in genes other than the 23 canonical CH genes.

Blood tumor mutation burden (bTMB). The bTMB was calculated as the number of competent mutations
divided by the length of the panel-covered genomic region (1.89 Mb). High bTMB (bTMB-H) was de�ned
as bTMB ≥ 10 mut/Mb.

Microsatellite instability (MSI). MSI status were determined by VisualMSI.34 Tumor tissue samples were
divided into microsatellite stable (MSS), low MSI (MSI-L) and High MSI (MSI-H).

Statistical analysis. The consistency between two continuous variables was assessed using Pearson
correlation analysis. The proportional compositions of two variables were compared using Chi-square
tests. R (v3.5.1) was used for all statistical analyses. P values < 0.05 were considered statistically
signi�cant.

Results

Study overview and the sequencing depth
We retrospectively reviewed 1261 plasma cfDNA sequencing data sets with matched white blood cell
(WBC) from 1046 lung cancer patients in a single sequencing center. Notice that 181 patients had
multiple sampling. Plasma cell-free DNA was assigned to be sequenced with 20,000X raw depth
(uncollapsed), while 10,000X for WBC gDNA (Fig. 1a). Patients’ information was summarized in Fig. 1b.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the �rst systemic CH study of large Chinese lung cancer population.
Notice that the library preparation, targeted enrichment and sequencing processes inevitably introduced
replicates and other unwanted reads, we plotted the uncollapsed and actual collapsed coverage for
cfDNA and WBC gDNA (Fig. 1c and 1d). The median uncollapsed coverage was 17742X and 9173X for
cfDNA and gDNA, and median collapsed coverage was 2757X and 2349X for cfDNA and gDNA
respectively. Considering the amount of cfDNA varied a lot among samples, and all the extracted cfDNA
was used for library prep, we analyzed how cfDNA input affected the mean coverage using Pearson’s
correlation (�gure S1). The input cfDNA positively correlates with collapsed mean coverage.
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Mutation landscape of featured CH genes in lung cancer
patients and healthy controls.
Twenty-three featured CH genes were selected from several previous publications18,26−29 : ASXL1, ATM,
CBL, CHEK2, CREBBP, DNMT3A, FGFR3, GNAS, IDH1, IDH2, JAK2, KMT2D, MED12, NF1, NOTCH1, RUNX1,
SETD2, SF3B1, SRSF2, TET2, TNFAIP3, TP53, U2AF1. The mutational landscape of all the cfDNA samples
from lung cancer patients and 54 healthy individuals was shown in Fig. 2. To determine the appropriate
cutoff for CH mutation calling in liquid biopsy, we set the VAF at threshold (1%) and subthreshold (0.2%).
We detected CH variants at threshold in 349 (27.68%) of 1261 lung cancer patients, and 782 (62.01%) at
subthreshold. The top mutated CH related gene was DNMT3A, followed by TET2, ASXL1, TP53. On the
contrary, in 54 healthy controls, only 7 (12.96%) and 21 (38.89%) showed variants in CH related genes at
threshold and subthreshold respectively. Besides these 23 reported CH genes, we used our pipeline (see
methods) to �lter top 30 potential blood cell derived mutated genes (�gure S2) to see if there were other
neglected CH genes. We can see that the most popular CH genes (DNMT3A, TET2, ASXL1, TP53, etc.)
were present in both methods. Among all the 452 CH mutations detected at the threshold, DNMT3A
accounted for nearly 60% of them, followed by TET2, ASKL1, KMR2D and TP53. While in all the 1513 CH
mutations detected the subthreshold, DNMT3A accounted for 51.55% of them, followed by TET2, U2AF1,
CREBBP, and ASKL1 (�gure S3).

Prevalence of Clonal hematopoiesis
We observed that CH related mutations correlated with increasing age (Fig. 3) in cancer patients, which
was consistent with previous studies.11,35,36 No CH mutations were detected in the age range from 20–29
with threshold and subthreshold. The highest detection frequency was in 80–89 range: 47.06% (Fig. 3a)
with threshold and 83.32% (Fig. 3b) with subthreshold respectively. However, there was a drop in age
range 90–99 with threshold (33.33%), but a similar detection level in 90–99 (83.33%) and 80–90 with
subthreshold. This suggests with 1% VAF cutoff, some mutations were missed so that the trend of
increasing detection frequency with increasing age deviated at the end (highlighted with red dashed
square). When analyzing number of mutations detected in different age ranges, the proportion of multiple
mutations ( > = 2) also increased with age (Fig. 3c and 3d), and the trend was even more clear with the
subthreshold. While in healthy individuals, we didn’t observe such trend (Figure S4).

Source of mutations in cell-free DNA
To identify the source of a mutation from cfDNA sequencing and the requirement of sequencing depth,
we �rst analyzed VAFs of all mutations (Fig. 4a) and CH related mutations detected by our pipeline (Fig.
4b) in different depth range with the subthreshold setting. It was clear to see that in order to reliably
detect mutations with VAF as low as 0.2% (red dash line), the collapsed coverage needed to be above
2500X. This was also con�ned by the bioinformatic algorithms which requested at least 5 mutant reads
covered the mutational site. We plotted all somatic mutations and CH related mutations with its VAF in
cfDNA and in gDNA (Fig. 4c), and most CH mutations fell in the diagonal range (Pearson’s R = 0.92, p < 
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2.2x10− 16), suggested their source of blood cells. Similar results can be seen with the threshold setting
(�gure S5). Here we presented one example of a patient (P53198) harboring TP53 mutations (Fig. 4d and
4e). When calling mutation below 1% VAF, a new mutation of TP53_p.C275Y appeared. As it had similar
VAF in gDNA sequencing, it was classi�ed as CH mutation from blood cells.

Correlation of CH mutations and clinical characteristics
In order to investigate the CH mutations in different clinical settings, we compared proportion of CH
mutation positive patients with respect to smoking status (Fig. 5a), bTMB status (Fig. 5b), cancer subtype
(Fig. 5c), and MSI status (Fig. 5d). Among them, MSI status was calculated by samples with matched
tumor sequencing data (n = 461). No signi�cant difference was observed in these subpopulations except
for smokers and non-smokers with subthreshold. Smokers had signi�cantly (p < 0.001) higher CH
detection rate than non-smokers, which can be explained by the chemical mutagenesis nature of
cigarette.37

Discussion
By decreasing the VAF cutoff from 1–0.2%, the detection frequency in cancer population increased from
27.68–62.01%, and the number of CH mutations increased from 452 to 1513. More than double of the
mutations above 1% fell into range 0.2% ~ 1%. In order to reliably distinguish mutation at 0.2% level, the
collapsed sequencing depth for gDNA also needs to be above 2500X. As liquid biopsy moves into the
application of molecular residual disease (MRD) testing, it requires the identi�cation of mutation with
VAF as low as 0.01%.38 In this scenario, setting minimum VAF to 2% for CH16,28 is apparently no longer
suitable. For such ultra-sensitive detection, the signi�cance of gDNA sequencing should not be neglected
in liquid biopsy.

DNMT3A is the most popular mutated CH genes in cancer patients, not only in our cohort, but also in
many other publications.18,26−29 It was also reported to have a strong indication with hyperprogression
after immunotherapy.39 In real world, some patients with late stage cancer who have chance to receive
immunotherapy could only provide blood samples for clinical examinations, thus clinicians need to pay
extra attention when patients‘ blood are positive for this gene mutation. If the DNMT3A mutation is only a
clonal hematopoiesis, then the patient may still bene�t from immunotherapy. TP53 is the most famous
tumor suppressor gene and it’s often mutated in many cancer types. It is also one of the top 5 CH genes,
making it extremely crucial in liquid biopsy. In our example in Fig. 4d and 4e, when decreasing the VAF
cutoff from 1–0.2%, the CH derived mutation appeared, which was demonstrated by similar VAF in blood
gDNA. This shows us the importance of requirement of equivalent sequencing depth for WBC gDNA.

We �nd that smoking is correlated with higher detection rate of CH mutations. There are a plenty of
studies that proved the carcinogenesis and mutagenesis of cigarette. However, without knowing the
detailed smoking history of the patients, we couldn’t estimate to what extent the smoking behavior
affected CH mutations. With respect to other clinical features, we haven’t found any relation with bTMB,
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MSI status or cancer subtypes. Recently, Dr. Pritchard and co-workers reported hematopoiesis in DNA
repair genes was associated with prostate cancer plasma cell-free DNA testing interference.40 It is also
reported that in�ammation41 and treatment42 might induce clonal hematopoiesis as well. The cause of
hematopoiesis27,35 is still under investigation and its clinical implication28 is yet to be systemically
studied.

Conclusions
Our results demonstrated that clonal hematopoiesis is very common in Chinese lung cancer patients and
would interfere with blood-based ctDNA testing. Equivalent sequencing depth of gDNA could help
distinguish tumor derived mutation from clonal hematopoiesis. While scientists are learning more about
clonal hematopoiesis, liquid biopsy has been growing in cancer clinical applications. Physicians and
molecular pathologist need carefully consider the effect of clonal hematopoiesis when interpreting the
sequencing reports.
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Figure 1

Study overview. (a) Overview of research pipeline. (b) Clinical information summary of lung cancer
patients. (c) Uncollapsed sequencing depth of cfDNA and gDNA for all lung cancer samples. (d)
Collapsed sequencing depth of cfDNA and gDNA for all lung cancer samples.
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Figure 2

Mutation landscape of featured CH genes for (a) lung cancer patients with the threshold setting, (b) lung
cancer patients with the subthreshold setting, (c) healthy individuals with the threshold setting, and (d)
healthy individuals with the subthreshold setting.
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Figure 3

Prevalence of CH mutations in lung cancer patients. Proportion of CH mutation positive and negative
patients in different age ranges with (a) the threshold and (b) the subthreshold setting. Group the patients
with different number of detected CH mutations. Proportion of each group in different age ranges with (c)
the threshold and (d) the subthreshold setting.
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Figure 4

Sources and VAFs of mutations in cfDNA. (a) All mutations detected in cfDNA at different sequencing
depth ranges; (b) all CH mutations detected in cfDNA at different sequencing ranges; (c) mutant allele
frequencies in cfDNA and gDNA (Pearson’s correlation); one example of a patient’s mutation at (d) the
threshold and (e) the subthreshold.
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Figure 5

Correlation of CH mutations and clinical characteristics. CH mutation detection rates between (a)
Smokers and non-smokers, (b) bTMB-H and bTMB-L patients, (c) lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD) and lung
squamous cell carcinoma (LUSC), and (d) MSI-H, MSI-L and MSS patients. Chi-square p-value is shown in
each plot (n.s.: not signi�cant; ***: p-value < 0.001).
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